COGO Profiles, Entrance

This tool can be accessed from the Geopak: D&C Manager, as shown at the right by the blue arrow.

(If the item is not found as shown, use the D&C > Edit > Find tool to locate it.)

The “Entrance Profile Linework and Text” commands are accessed from D&C Manager, as shown below.

Double-clicking items in this category will set appropriate element symbology and turn on GEOPAK Place Influence.

The two text commands, (located by the red arrows), bring up the “Profile” Design Text dialog, as shown at the right.

The element attributes will be the only things set with the commands labeled “Profiles”, on the top side of the dialog.

Both the text element parameters and the actual text will be set with the commands on the lower half of the dialog.

Depending on which command is selected, various other small dialogs may request additional information, such as “Station”, “Elevation”, “flow line elevation”, “side”, etc.